ABSTRACT. Nonelementary holomorphic mappings C -C", n > 2, cause severe geometric distortion near oo in sharp contrast to the case n -1 when there is no distortion.
The theory of quasiconformal and more generally quasiregular mappings W -» W" has been successful in recent years (see, for example, [4] ) in drawing global topological consequences from the condition of uniformly bounded local distortion (the precise definition will be given below). With H. Wu [9] it is natural to ask what this condition of bounded distortion implies for holomorphic mappings C" -* C", regarding these as special cases of mappings R "-» R ". Wu [7] , Rm and it is actually in this context that they will be applied.
In our situation then let /: R "-> R " be the map induced by F. Since / is quasiregular outside a sufficiently large ball we conclude from above that / has a "removable singularity" at °o. Consequently License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
